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Our lives are stories in which we write, direct and star
in the leading role. Some chapters are happy while

others bring lessons to learn, but we always have the
power to be the heroes of our own adventures."

— Joelle Speranza

SENIOR CLASSES



MAGAZINE/DIARY COVER
PAGE DESIGNING

 The Diary and Magazine Cover designing competition, organised for
 classes IX &amp; X was held on 1 August 2023. Each participant had to

 design a diary and magazine cover on the topic given to them just a
 short while before the event. The participants also had to speak on

 why their cover was appropriate, and the thought process behind its
 creation. The participants were given 30 minutes for preparation and

 40 minutes for designing their covers. Each participant displayed
 creativity and skill in their artwork. They also provided an intelligent
 and insightful explanation, bringing out the unique vision of each.





MUN Session

Gyan Vihar School Hosts Inaugural Training Session for Intra-School Model United Nations Event.
It was a remarkable step towards fostering leadership, critical thinking, and civic engagement as it kicked off its
intra school Model United Nations (MUN) event with an insightful training session. The inaugural session, focusing
on the Indian committees Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha, delved into the rules, procedures, and art of debating,
providing students with a comprehensive foundation for their MUN experience. Distinguished legal professionals,
Adv. Amitosh Pareek and Adv. Manish Bharadwaj from the Hon'ble High Court, graced the event as a guest
speaker. With their extensive expertise in legal proceedings and public speaking, they offered invaluable insights
into the workings of parliamentary committees and the nuances of effective debating.
The training session, led by these esteemed legal luminaries, covered a wide array of topics, including:
·The parliamentary rules and procedures governing Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha committees.
·The significance of opening statements and effectively presenting a country's stance on issues.
·Techniques for engaging in constructive debates, asking pertinent questions, and responding eloquently.
·The formulation of amendments and resolutions to address complex challenges.
·The importance of parliamentary etiquette, decorum, and respectful discourse.
Participants were encouraged to actively participate, enhancing their critical thinking, communication, and
teamwork skills. By learning from seasoned professionals, students gained a practical understanding of legal
proceedings, augmenting their ability to navigate and excel in the MUN context.





Independence day

“May we think of freedom not as the right to do what we please, but as the opportunity to do what is
right?”
The 77th Independence Day of India was celebrated with immense patriotic zeal and enthusiasm by the
students and staff of Gyan Vihar School, Malviya Nagar, Jaipur on 15 August 2023. The ceremony began
with the hoisting of the Indian flag by the honorable Chairman Sir, Shri Sunil Sharma and all in unison
sang the National Anthem and expressed the joy of our freedom. It was also followed by the spectacular
march past by the students, according to their respective Houses. They marched forward, reaching out to
everyone and rising and standing strong, in their beautiful synchronization.
 The Chairman Sir addressed the gathering appealing to their nationalistic spirit and urging them to take
pride in being an Indian and fulfilling one's duty with responsibility. He also emphasized the role of youth
today as the true wealth of a country.The students, dressed in the vibrant colours of the nation – saffron,
white and green – performed a medley of heart-touching patriotic songs complemented by the
harmonious tunes of the keyboard. Then the much-awaited impactful dance along with the tunes of
different patriotic songs.The program culminated with a Vote of Thanks.Then the much-awaited dance
performance, wherein the students channelized their determination and resilience to persist despite the
hurdles, into a power-packed, impactful dance along with the tunes of different patriotic songs.







"The water is your friend...you don't have to fight with water, just share the same spirit as the water, and it will
help you move."
 Gyan Vihar School, organized an Inter-School SwimmingCompetition 'WAVES-2023', to enshrine the spirit of
competition among the students in which 28 prestigious schools participated.
 It was a great opportunity for the students to display their sterling swimming skills. Not only the participants but
the spectators were also equally excited as the competition began. Their enthusiasm had to be seen to be
believed.
 The commencement of the ceremony was marked by a floral tribute to Goddess Saraswati by the Chief Guest Dr.
Shailesh Kumar Ji ( International Volleyball Coach), Director Sir Shri Kanishk Sharma and Principal Sir Shri Rakesh
Upadhyay. 
As a mark of tradition Chief guest was felicitated with a good luck plant and a memento by the Director Sir.
The girls and boys competed in the inter-school swimming gala with the individual races of backstroke,
breaststroke, butterfly, freestyle and medley events.
St .Xavier’s School, C-Scheme bagged the Winner Trophy and the Runner-Up Trophy was won by Tagore
International School.
With the incessant support and encouragement of our Management and Staff Members, it turned out to be a
success and was thoroughly enjoyed by all.

WAVES 2023





 BHASHA SANGAM SAPTAH

A Celebration of Linguistic Diversity which marks the appreciation of the unique
symphony of languages of our country, was orchestrated in Gyan Vihar School, Jaipur. To
celebrate the unique characteristics of different languages of our country and the spirit of
national integration, many activities such as poster designing, speeches, and quizzes were
organized in the school with lots of enthusiasm amid the Bhasha Sangam week.
The principal of the institution Shri Rakesh Upadhyay principal, says, “Learning a new
language helps to open a new world to the younger generation as the world is undergoing
dynamic changes at a fast pace which makes it important to enhance the language skills.
Being multi-lingual provides an instant advantage to students and helps them stand out.
Language skills can be developed as a separate skill course in schools as it assists
children's thinking abilities and helps them develop and maintain relationships because
language is the basic foundation of all.”





Sports Day

The National Sports Day of India was celebrated in Gyan Vihar School, Jaipur
in tribute to the legendary hockey player Major Dhyan Chand. The students
were told about the importance of ‘Sports’ and the relevance of National
Sports Day during the Assembly.
The day marks the birth anniversary of hockey wizard, Major Dhyan Chand. 
On this occasion, all the students from Primary to Xll participated in various
sports activities with great enthusiasm and zeal.
The children learnt a lot about true sportsmanship and the value of playing
games.
Students were seen playing with true team spirit and the celebration of
National Sports Day echoed in the corridors and fields.





Achiever's Recipe of success

Name-Arun Maur
Topper of Commerce 

stream with 93.2%

Q.1 How did you manage your time effectively to excel academically?
A. 24 hours in a day and each day has its limited hours and every second counts. I need
to manage my time with all the other activities and each day I woke up either 3 or 4 am
in the early morning. 

Q.2 Can you share your study routine and any specific study techniques that have
worked well for you?
Rising early , going to school and self study was only my routine . It's a fact when you
teach you learn faster. 

Q.3 What motivates and drives you to consistently perform at a high level
academically?
My inner depth , my mother's hope and family support with consistent efforts from
school keeps me motivated and each thought of motivation made me push a step
forward . 
Q.4 How do you handle stress and pressure during exams ?
The people who loves and supports you keeps you stress free Whenever I feel pressure I
always found my teachers and my near ones with me . 



Q.5 Are there any specific books, resources, or tools that you find particularly helpful in your studies?
The resources which we already have are enough but what we have to make is our concepts strong .Solving
sample paper at the last was very beneficial for the exams. 

Q.6 Can you share any memorable learning experiences in your academic journey?
When I opted for Commerce it was the first time to learn t new subjects like Economics ,Accountancy ,
Business studies and core Mathematics . The experience in the initial days of my learning was full of new skills. 

Q.7 What advice do you have for students who want to improve their academic performance?
Whenever you study , do that task with enthusiasm and concentration. Learn in such a way that you will never
forget it again and whole studies we should .Say hi to activeness and bye to lethargy.

Q.8What are your future academic and career aspirations?
I am pursuing B.Com and Chartered Accountancy course and will do further career enhancement as well ! Do
what you want to do and that becomes your passion. 

Q.9 Who is your role model?
My role model is my mother  who always encouraged me in every step and I am really glad to have them in my
life.

Q.10 What has been the contribution of your school?
School was a place where I never feel stressed. Teachers always cleared all my doubts .I am thankful to their
support.
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